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A fun day out in the pristine Para Wetlands to learn how to be safe 
around animals, animal care & animal rescue and plant-based nutritions 
- includes lunch and animal food!

Program:


10am Arrival at Te Paranui: 
	 Intro to the animal care and rescue program at Te Paranui by founder Maia & certified

	 animal carer Alex.

	 Health & safety check, learning the 5 rules to keep everyone safe

10.15 Meet the animals:

	 Introducing the animals and talk about their rescue story 

	 Get close to the animals (each group of 5 in 10 min rotation with Alex & volunteers)


	 Hand feeding Alpacas and Sheep

	 Spa treatment for the Mini horses and Donkeys (brushing)

	 Pet Theo the giant cow and his best friend Mini Mateo

	 Say hello to Pepper and Lottie the pigs and spoil them with their fav food: fruits!

	 Play with the small rescue animals in the safety enclosed ‘pet zone’


11.45	Prepare a plant based whole foods* lunch

	 All kids get to do something to help with cooking

	 Includes a kids talk about basics on nutrition with  
	 certified plant-based nutritionist Maia

12.30	Have lunch together 
	 Cleaning up - enjoying free time on the trampoline

1.30 	 Meet the Greyhounds of Hounds4Life!:

	 Talk about retired Greyhounds as pets

	 How to behave properly around dogs

	 Petting a Greyhound

	 Watch the Greyhounds full speed in the exercise run!

2.00	 Plant edible plants for the animals OR 

	 Doing art work (sketch your favourite animal)

2.30	 Q&A, Group photo with horses and dogs 


Pricing: $ 17 per person plus a flat rate of $ 80 per visit

An additional Koha is very much appreciated by the animals:) 
Group size: 18 - 28 (includes adults)

Booking: please go to our website to book your field trip!

Directions: On SH 1 half way between Blenheim and Picton 

Field Trip for School Groups 
to visit an Animal Sanctuary

* free of processed foods and 
sugar, and gluten free on request

Our 5 rules to keep 2-legged and 4-legged 
people safe: 

1. Stay in the group 
2. Don’t open gates or climb over fences  
3. Don’t go on the paddocks 
4. Use only what we provide for feeding the 

animals 
5. Don’t scare/startle the animals
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